
e-Learning Week – a First for NIE
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Come this February, NIE will be experiencing her first
e-Learning Week! Although some academic groups
have already taken the initiative to embark on their own

e-Learning journey, the e-Learning Week will be the first time
that the whole Institute is participating.

Why the need for
e-learning?
• The nationwide push for IT supported

by the government’s iN2015 initiative
makes it important for NIE to be at the
forefront of integrating technology into
education, especially since the core
business of NIE is to train teachers and
future leaders in education.

• Since the move to Yunnan Garden
campus in 2000, NIE has slowly built
up her IT infrastructure. Now, six years
later, NIE is ready to embark on e-
learning as both the IT infrastructure and
campus community have been
sufficiently prepared. The NIE fraternity
is now more receptive to the idea of e-
learning.

• In addition, there is a growing concern
for the need to have alternative teaching
and learning arrangements in the event
of a flu pandemic or other similar
situation. E-learning could be a solution
in case of such an emergency situation,
as academic staff and student teachers
do not have to be present on campus
but teaching and learning activities
could still continue as per normal.

The main objectives driving the
e-Learning Week are as follows:
• to allow student teachers a learning experience facilitated

through technology

• to measure the readiness of the back-
end infrastructure for e-learning

• to gauge the IT competency of NIE staff
in developing e-learning content, and
hence test the level of NIE’s readiness
for e-learning

• to test the level of NIE’s readiness for
emergencies or crises such as an avian
flu pandemic.

With the implementation of the e-learning
week, the NIE community will be able to
experience a change from the usual face-
to-face interaction and a short break from
the traditional concept of teaching and
learning.

More information on the e-learning week
can be found on the e-learning websites
for staff and students.

The website links can be found under Staff
and Student Information in GeNIEus.
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A Fiesta to welcome the inaugural NIE
e-Learning Week!

I CT events have been a
regular fixture on the NIE
calendar and this year is no

exception. Named the e-Fiesta,
the event will be held on Friday
2 February 2007. What makes
this event more significant
than previous years is that it
will launch the opening of the
first ever NIE e-Learning Week.
The inaugural e-Learning Week
will take place from 5 till
9 February 2007. With the
theme ‘Learning More through
Sharing’, the e-Fiesta promises
staff and student teachers a fun-
filled day and an enriching
sharing experience.

In line with the Institute’s move
towards an ICT-enriched
teaching and learning
environment, the e-Fiesta will
provide the opportunity for NIE
academic staff and student
teachers to showcase their
efforts to assimilate ICT into
their teaching and learning.
The NIE Student Activities
Centre, the U.I.D., will be
transformed into an ICT
projects exhibition hub in
which academic staf f  and
student teachers from the
various disciplines wil l
showcase their  projects.
Through the exhibition, it is
hoped that both visitors and
exhibitors alike will be able to
share their experiences in
adopting ICT into their
teaching and learning.

An interesting feature of the
showcase will be the inclusion
of the winning entries for the
‘Most Innovative Use of ICT for
Teaching’ competition. This competition, which was run from December 2006 till January 2007 as one of the events
leading up to the e-Fiesta, was opened to all NIE student teachers. Student teachers can submit their entries either as an
individual entry or group effort. With the showcasing of the winning entries, the objective of enabling mutual sharing
among student teachers and academic staff will be met.

Befitting the idea of a fiesta, the event will also have some fringe activities. Activities to look out for include fun games
at the exhibition booths and other hands-on opportunities for some of the ICT initiatives launched on the same day.

Have fun at the e-Fiesta!Have fun at the e-Fiesta!Have fun at the e-Fiesta!Have fun at the e-Fiesta!Have fun at the e-Fiesta!
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Don’t limit your sharing: Extend the
possibilities at NIEShare

NIEShare is part of our nation-wide teachers’ repository framework (iSHARE: Intercluster Sharing of Resources) proposed
by the Ministry of Education (MOE). Since the inception of the IT Master Plan 2, the schools have been creating a high
volume of digital resources, and some schools have embarked on initiatives to promote the sharing of those resources

that support the integration of IT in the curriculum.  However, even with a cluster repository in place, the practice of sharing is
still limited to schools within the cluster as the lack of inter-operability among the different repositories was the main stumbling
block. This has resulted in the birth of the iSHARE framework which states the conditions the repository must meet in order for
sharing among the clusters to take place. The vision is for teachers to have an expanded access to rich and diverse pools of
resources for their teaching and learning needs.

As NIE is part of the teacher’s network, MOE has invited us to join this framework to imbue our student teachers with the habit
of sharing while they are still with us. The NIEShare repository allows us to join the MOE’s iSHARE framework.  As a result,
materials uploaded by our student teachers are searchable by teachers in schools and vice versa.

To access NIEShare:
Student Teachers: http://nieportal.nie.edu.sg

Reference:
- http://www.moe.gov.sg/edumall/tpm/doc/ishare_framework.pdf
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Geomorphology:
Rocks Identification Virtual Lab
An e-project by Dr Kalyani Chatterjea (HSSE), done in collaboration with Mazlan Hasan,
Apurva Lawale, Chen Siqi and Loh Pek Mee (CITE)

T his virtual lab is an extension to the original
Geomorphology e-Learning package, which equips
learners with the content knowledge of

Geomorphology. The lecturer wanted to take a step further to
immerse her students in a more challenging and interactive
learning environment which would allow them to reflect on
the basic knowledge that they have acquired and use it to
make accurate decisions on the identification of the different
types of rocks.

The design of the package was highly exploratory-based.
Students were provided the following resources to answer a
set of questions to identify each of the 6 types of rocks:

• Pictures of each rock, taken from different angles so as to
provide a 360 degree view of the rock

• Video snippets of various rock identification tests performed
in a laboratory setting

• A quiz accompanying each test to list the rock’s
characteristics and eventually determine its name

• A link to the Geomorphology eLearning package for
revision

This package can be uploaded onto GeNIEus, allowing students
to work on it anytime, anywhere. They were required to
complete it before they attended their face-to-face lab sessions

which were used to carry out more complex tests on the rocks.
To view a sample of this project, go to: http://mazlan.
myplace.nie.edu.sg/geomorphology/eRocks/index.html

Congratulations to our in-house
multimedia designer!

Miss Windy Teo, CITE’s multi-media designer bagged the third prize
of $500 based on her design of ‘Punch’ in a Garden Fairy Design
Competition organised by the CityLink Mall. She was presented with

her prize on 22 December 2006.

This is the description of her entry that won the hearts of the judges:

‘Punch is not just the average garden fairy. Despite her sweet appearance, she’s
really naughty deep down her bones, spending most of her time playing tricks on
others and yet getting away with it every time. All she has to do is to flutter her
innocent big eyes and pout a little, melting every heart. 

Punch loves to dress up and look pretty. She always has to make sure that she has
the latest bloom adorned on her. Unsurprisingly, she’s the trendsetter in the garden.
As you can see, her latest hit is but the streaked highlights in her hair!’

So the next time you pass by the CityLink Mall and spot ‘Punch’ on a cup on the
display racks, you will know it is a masterpiece by NIE’s very own multimedia
designer!
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Sharing Digital Content with your
colleagues is now just a click away

NIE has integrated the Content Management
System (CMS) into GeNIEus. This will allow
all academic staff to manage, share and

repurpose their digital content easily.

You can access the Content Management System
from the “My Content” tab in Blackboard.

Why use the Content Management System?

• It will result in the better utilisation of hard disk
space allocated to AGs (Academic Groups) as
content and files can be shared and managed
without the need for duplication

• Academic staff can quickly upload the same piece
of content multiple times into their GeNIEus
courses

• The process of updating course materials within
GeNIEus is simplified as staff only need to update materials in the Content System for the change to be propagated to all the
courses which the materials are linked to

• The work flow activities feature allows users to route content to others for review with designated settings such as priority,
deadlines and permissions. This provides an avenue for academic staff to work collaboratively with fellow colleagues within
a secure networked environment

• The e-portfolio feature enables staff to create and share their own resumes

Course Management Tools: Empowering you
to manage your online courses in GeNIEus

This system has been set up so that academic staff
can carry out the following tasks:

• create new courses
• assign / un-assign co-instructors
• enrol / un-enrol students to own course

Access all this through the new “CMT” tab in GeNIEus
Use this system to help you :
1. Create new courses

- Lecture Group:  To create a course for the
WHOLE lecture group.
- Tutorial Group:  To create a course for a tutorial
group within a lecture group.

2. Assign / Un-assign Co-Instructors
- Assign Co-Instructor to Course:  To assign another instructor to your course.
- Remove Co-Instructor from Course:  To remove a co-instructor from your course.

3. Enrol students to your course
- Use your students’ NRIC/FIN number:  To enrol student(s) into your course.
- Enrol staff as student: To enrol an instructor into your course with the functionalities of a student.

Articles written by e-Learning teams members:
Sally Loan, Nenny Noorman, Ng Aik Song, Mazlan Hasan, Windy Teo and Dr Marissa Wettasinghe
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Publications and Research Database
System

Nenny Noorman, ACIS
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The Publications and Research Database System (PRDS)
is a new system which will store all the publication lists
of academic staff in the National Institute of Education

(NIE). This repository was developed in-house by the PRDS
project team from the Computer Services Centre (CSC). To get
the PRDS started, ACIS provided assistance in terms of initial
data entry for all academic staff’s publication lists. Currently,
academic staff are in the process of checking the entries and
rectifying where necessary.

The PRDS can be easily accessed via the Staff Portal at this
path:

Staff Portal > e-Services >NIE Publications and Research
Database System

The PRDS was developed with the following purposes
in mind:

Standardising the format of academic
staff publication lists for the annual
curriculum vitae (CV) update
Academic staff from the various Academic Groups (AGs) are
required to submit their publication lists as part of their CV
during the annual appraisal exercise. As there was no common
repository available, staff submitted their lists in various formats.
This inadvertently led to discrepancies in the formatting and
categorisation of publication items. With the help of the PRDS,

all staff will be able to print out their publication lists which
will have a standardised format across the institute, and attach
their lists to the CV.

Enable a search for publications by NIE
staff through the corporate website
With the PRDS, non-NIE staff and internal staff alike can search
for publications by our staff. This is done through the search
feature on the corporate website. Although already operational,
the search engine is currently undergoing further refinement.

Retrieval of statistics on NIE
publications
Before the PRDS was developed, support staff from the AGs
had to undertake the tedious task of manually counting the
number of publication items produced by staff in their AGs in
order to provide the statistics required by the programmes
offices. With the PRDS, this manual task can be eliminated.
The programmes offices can easily retrieve the statistical
information using a “Reports” feature (currently under
development).

Academic and support staff stand to benefit much from the
PRDS. ACIS will continue to enhance the system and is working
on a list of frequently asked questions (FAQ) which, when ready,
can be easily accessed through the system.
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